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With a little paint and a bit of floral know-how, you can turn garage sale castoffs into unique
furnishings to treasure for years to come. Follow basic instructions on selecting supplies,
preparing a surface, and painting a variety of floral designs—daisies, roses, pansies, violets, and
more—to finish furniture as fresh and delightful as the first blooms of spring.

I think the best cook in America is Jacques Pepin. "Jacques Pepin's Table" is a wonderful book.
The recipes work, and they are terrific. His new fruit dessert cookbook is also terrific. (From an
interview with Christopher Kimball, editor of "Cook's Illustrated" magazine.) -- Pittsburgh Post-
Gazette, March 28, 1999
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Donna, “Craft and painting books. I am very pleased with ordering through Amazon. One piece
of advice would be to pay attention to the star ratings. The books I received were in excellent
condition and you can't beat the prices. I will definitely be ordering more I in the future.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Decorative Flower Painting. I have enjoyed using the book for ideas for
what to paint on the bottles that I do. All that I have done have been beautiful and the book has
wonderful illustrations.”

lee young-mi, “thanks i love it~. thanksi love it~”

spaint, “very pleased with the book. I am very pleased with the GInger Edwards book plus the
speed in which I received it. Thanks so much”

AE, “Five Stars. Contains some beautiful flowers and projects to paint with lots of techniques
and worksheets.”

Jane Barlow, “Five Stars. good book and easy to follow”

The book by Robert S. McDaniel has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 7 people have provided feedback.
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